In June, Santa Barbara-based landscape architect Lane Goodkind spoke to the SCHS about his philosophy of integrating the concept of wilderness into designed landscapes. Citing his personal and professional background experiences as influences, he discussed the challenges and rewards inherent to recreating “wilderness” in an ornamental landscape, and how grasslands in particular play a role in this evolving concept.

Raised in the Sierra Nevada and the Torrey Pines Mesa, both areas with abundant natural beauty, Goodkind recalled early memories of landscapes giving way to urbanization, which raised in him the question of why some areas are saved and others change. This thought and the influence of reading Paul Shepard’s *Man in the Landscape* led him to develop his central philosophy that seeking wilderness leads to spiritual redemption and can be achieved even in urban areas. He contends that psychological wilderness (i.e.: designed landscapes), directly impact how we perceive real nature and natural areas, and that we have effectually banished ourselves from nature within our cities.

Goodkind believes nature can exist everywhere it is able to gain a foothold, and “wilderness” can be constructed even in small urban areas. His primary objective is to create landscapes that are less contrived, but still functionally designed. Grasses are one of the tools he feels provide him with the creative freedom to achieve this balance. He cites grass guru John Greenlee as well as the Santa Rosa Plateau as significant influences on his own aesthetic. The latter is an ecological reserve in Riverside County where you are unaware that you are surrounded by civilization because all of the sight lines are so well controlled. Additionally, Goodkind worked for Murase Associates in Oregon on a conceptual project for the Grand Canyon, where he learned how to control water disbursement and apply this to urban landscape projects, while still keeping wilderness as a component.

During his talk, Goodkind shared images of various projects, including the creation and implementation of a master plan for the 100-year-old Cate School in Santa Barbara, completed in 2005. The existing storm water run-off drainage ditch was replaced with a dual-convergence system that keeps all captured water on site, where it is used for irrigation. Deferred landscape maintenance was also addressed, including the construction of an 800-foot long bioswale planted with native trees and riparian plants, which directs the flow of the water and improves its quality. Within a 10-year period, the aesthetic changes to the landscape often prompt people to inquire whether the grounds have “always been there?” due to their naturalistic appearance.

Other projects Goodkind shared include a wetland restoration involving vernal pools at a University of California, Santa Barbara site, the self-sustaining Malibu Lagoon which serves the public while protecting the environment, apartment complexes, renovation projects and various residential designs. It is in these residential projects especially that he seeks to blur the boundary between where the wilderness surrounding a property ends, and the more consciously manicured garden design begins.

Whether it is the conversion of an old avocado grove into a terraced garden filled with rocks, grasses and California native plants, or the top of a mesa planted with a meadow to complement the existing oak woodland, or a contemporary home that ensures all water stays on site to support the planted grasses and abundant wildlife, Goodkind strives to bring the wilderness of nature back into every client’s garden. He takes it as the greatest compliment when first-time visitors to one of his projects are unable to tell the man-made landscape from the natural, or when clients are reawakened to the natural world around them.
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